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The P.PORTO guarantees 56 degrees, 62 master's degrees and 56 postgraduate programs 
internationally recognized by the distinctive pedagogical model based on the central articulation 
between teaching and research, the dynamic interaction with the world of work, according to a 
knowledge- to do where the real teaching contexts are a strong and structuring component, a model 
oriented towards the development of transversal competences, entrepreneurship, culture as 
personal and collective experience and active citizenship. We lead and integrate several international 
R & D consortiums in different areas of knowledge; we have approved European projects of the 
H2020 Program in highly competitive areas such as biotechnology, energy and information 
technology; we promote intercontinental projects with partners from around the globe, from the 
USA, Latin America, Africa or Asia. The P.PORTO goes beyond campus boundaries: it guarantees 
modern infrastructures and equipment. It has a theater, orchestras, publishers and a museum. It 
dynamizes a valuable network of libraries, residences and dining rooms. Finally, we are deeply 
involved in the community by providing specialized services. Here, we exercise citizenship on the 
ground. 
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Life in Porto  

P.PORTO lives and operates in an international context. And the international students that we host 
every year are part of it and are invited to feel at home. This is not particularly difficult in a city that 
was a European Capital of 2001, which hosts one of the best music festival in the world since 2012 , 
which offers venues such as the Casa de Serralves Museum and the Casa da Música, which is home to 
one of the great Football clubs in the Iberian Peninsula, which hosts a world-known New Year’s Eve 
celebration, which was awarded the title of Best European Destination 2014 and which boasts some 
of the best hostels in the world. Porto Airport, which in 2015 was once more awarded one of the five 
best European airports by the Airports Council International, welcomes all who arrive or get back to 
Porto, a city which old sailing port was classified as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1996.  
Alongside the city, flows the Douro river, which has given its name to the oldest demarcated wine 
region in the world. Alto Douro Wine Region, where the famous Port Wine is produced, was also 
classified as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. In addition to this heritage, you will find a current 
vitality and dynamism, a sparkle that allows both residents and visitors to safely enjoy a rich cultural 
and social life as in any European capital. Moreover, Porto offers a top academic life and the 
excellency of P.PORTO Programmes.  There is plenty to do and you won't lack company. You have to 
be here to live it first-hand. Porto is so special that, at the beginning of the 19th century, a 
Portuguese King left his heart in legacy to the city. Metaphorically, however, everybody leaves their 
hearts in the city which gave its name to the country 

 


